
     RIDE ALONG EACH WEEK
Emmy® award-winning host Will Clinger guides 
viewers on a fascinating tour of America’s wild 
and wacky roadside attractions.

With a humorous and genuine approach, WILD 

TRAVELS introduces viewers to the distinctive 
and delightful dreamers, the offbeat public 
festivals, odd museums, and obsessive 
hobbyists that make up the unique quilt of 
America.

Appealing to adventurous travelers and  those 
that choose to “travel” from the comfort of their 
couch, WILD TRAVELS promises a road trip 
that is unforgettable!

Strong  Programmer Response 
Airs in 171 Markets! 

S otal Market Coverage: 93%     
ncludes 88 of top 100 Mar ets

National Sales Rep:  KY SISSON
ky@aandamediagroup.com

775.313.7655

UNCOVERING
AMERICA'S WILD SIDE

Go Off-Off the Beaten Path
The Beer Can House in Texas, Pierogi Fest in Indiana,  a 
Pumpkin Regatta in Oregon, and the collection of treasured past 
casino signs at the Neon Boneyard in Las Vegas, are all on the 
itinerary as AMERICAN ROAD and WILD TRAVELS TV uncover 
America's quirkiest and most fascinating destinations.

AMERICAN ROAD advertising partners receive a 15% discount 
on  WILD TRAVELS National Television Sponsorship! Ask us 
about bundles to save even more! Contact your AMERICAN 
ROAD account executive today.

AMERICAN ROAD named in Top 10 
Travel Magazines—Magazineline.com

New for 2023 WILD TRAVELS is streaming 24/7 on the app!
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arket co era e: 3   + 88 of top 100 markets

Multiple stations in top arkets: 2 in , 4 in LA, 2 in Chicago 

Multiple airings in key markets, up to 4x/week

 

Similar to AMERICAN ROAD's readers, WILD TRAVELS reaches 
a highly targeted and engaged audience of travel enthusiasts.  

   Domestic Explorer: Those who prefer to travel in the US vs. a      

____foreign locale are 18% more likely to be a PBS viewer

     Well Educated: 68% of PBS audience have Advanced Degrees

     Well Traveled: Adults who have taken 3+ vacations in past year are 

____18% more likely to watch PBS than average adult

     Well Established: PBS viewers are 86% more likely to have 

____investments worth $250k 
Source: Nielsen NPower FY18-19, MRI Fusion Adults 18+

Rick Kogan, Chicago Tribune

 S is exactly what we  
need right now  t s a celebration of   

merica in all its glory: uir y, exciting,  
bra en, funny and terrifically interesting

Darren S

“We will laugh, learn and occasionally
pee our pants.” 

Steve A. 

“Refreshing, quirky and fun!”

       Media

CRITICS,  VIEWERS
& PROGRAMMERS 
LOVE IT!
“WILD TRAVELS is more than enough
to satisfy all tastes ... and gives us
something valuable”

JOIN THE JOURNEY SPONSOR 

AMERICAN ROAD® AND  WILD TRAVELS

National Sales Rep:  KY SISSON
ky@aandamediagroup.com

775.313.7655

       

WILD TRAVELS is carried in 171 markets nationwide:

WILD TRAVELS 2022 PBS MARKETS



AMERICAN ROAD is 22x more likely to reach heritage travelers than 
the average consumer seeking domestic travel information (Quantcast)

National Sales Rep:  KY SISSON
ky@aandamediagroup.com

775.313.7655

with two (2) sponsor spots* per episode x 1,000s of episode broadcasts.  The 2022 
performance, including all repeat airings, totaled more than 22,000 spots broadcast 
nationally in 12 months!  That's less than $4 per spot broadcast in all markets.

*10-second spots  :15 and :20 available at higher sponsorship level

 Total benefits may vary based on investment level

High Impact: Maximized exposure for sponsor messaging--spots appear in only two 
__uncluttered 60-second sponsor pods airing in each episode

Build Brand Appreciation: 57% of viewers have a more favorable view of a
_ _brand for sponsoring PBS Source: Nielsen NPower Minute x Minute FY18-19

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

3 levels, one for every budget

WILD TRAVELS  for 12 months  $80,000 Includes: 
Broadcasts  

High Visibility: Breakthrough in PBS’ uncluttered, non-commercial environment

A

B

C

plus Digital Edition of AMERICAN ROAD & Streaming WILD TRAVELS 
Sponsor messages & links on social media: Connect with WILD TRAVELS viewers and 
AMERICAN ROAD readers with In-stream sponsor messages on social media platforms for 
both both brands.  Now streaming 24/7 on the               app with all spots intact !

plus Print Edition 
12 months (4 issues) Full-page sponsorship in AMERICAN ROAD
TOTAL VALUE $89,900

Broadcasts/Digital/Streaming/Print Sponsorship: $70,000

12 months WILD TRAVELS TV sponsorship with all benefits
12 months (4 issues) Half-page sponsorship in AMERICAN ROAD  
TOTAL VALUE $79,560

Broadcasts/Digital/Streaming Sponsorship: $60,000
12 months WILD TRAVELS TV sponsorship with all benefits
Sponsor messages & links on social media for both brands
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